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Materials:  
Silver Tone Heart Necklace 
01     Bead Gallery® silver tone heart shaped leaf pendant (17429) 
01     Bead Gallery® silver-plated hamsa hand charm (12495) 
35     Bead Gallery® Czech fire-polished round 8mm silver (16017) 
37     Bead Gallery® Czech fire-polished round 4mm silver (15415) 
53     Bead Gallery® Czech fire-polished round 5mm silver (15460) 
06”   silver tone 20g wire 
45”   brown 3-ply waxed linen cording 
 
 
Rose Gold Tone Heart Necklace 
01     Bead Gallery® rose gold tone heart shaped leaf pendant (17428) 
01     Bead Gallery® antique copper tone fancy Aum charm (13973) 
35     Bead Gallery® Czech fire-polished dark rose 8mm round (16032) 
37     Bead Gallery® Czech fire-polished dusky rose 4mm round (15361) 
53     Bead Gallery Czech fire-polished pink crackle 6mm round (15499) 
06”   copper tone 20g wire 
45”   brown 3-ply waxed linen cording 
 
Gold Tone Heart Necklace 
01     Bead Gallery® gold plated heart shaped leaf pendant (17426) 
01     Bead Gallery® antique gold tone Aum symbol charm (14552) 
35     Bead Gallery® Czech fire-polished gold 8mm round (13482) 
37     Bead Gallery® Czech fire-polished honey amber 4mm (15416) 
53     Bead Gallery® Czech fire-polished amber 6mm round (15520) 
06”   gold tone 20g wire 
45”   brown 3-ply waxed linen cording 
 
Tools: 
Wire nippers 
Round nose pliers 
2 – Chain nose pliers 
 
Time – Less than 45 minutes per necklace 
 
Instructions: 
      Silver Tone Heart Necklace 

1. Pendant - Using 6” of silver tone wire, form a partial 
wrapped loop; connect silver leaf and complete 
wrapped loop. 

2. String 8mm Czech silver, form a partial loop, attach 
to bottom of Hamsa charm and complete wrapped 
loop. 



3. Bring excess wire down wrapping around the bead, 
wrap wire around bottom loop and trim excess wire 

4. Necklace - Cut 45” of waxed linen cording. 
5. String 4mm Czech silver to center of cording. 
6. Bring cords together, pass cords through front of 

pendant loop, bring cords to the front, pass cords 
back through loop and pull tight. 

7. Left side – String (4mm silver, 8mm silver) repeat 16 
times, and 26 Czech 5mm silver. Set aside. 

8. Right side – Repeat step 7. 
9. Bring strands together, string Czech 5mm silver and 

form an overhand knot. 
10. Separate strands, move down a tad, form an 

overhand knot, string 4mm silver, form an overhand 
knot. Trim end to desired length. 

11. Repeat step 10 on other strand. 
 
      Rose Gold Tone Heart Necklace 

1. Pendant - Using 6” of copper tone wire, form a 
partial wrapped loop; connect rose gold leaf and 
complete wrapped loop. 

2. String 8mm Czech dark rose, form a partial loop, 
attach to bottom of Aum charm and complete 
wrapped loop. 

3. Bring excess wire down wrapping around the bead, 
wrap wire around bottom loop and trim excess wire. 

4. Necklace - Cut 45” of waxed linen cording. 
5. String 4mm Czech dusky rose to center of cording. 
6. Bring cords together, pass cords through front of 

pendant loop, bring cords to the front, pass cords 
back through loop and pull tight. 

7. Left side – String (4mm dusky rose, 8mm dark rose) 
repeat 15 times, and 26 Czech 6mm pink crackle. Set 
aside. 

8. Right side – Repeat step 7. 
9. Bring strands together, string Czech 6mm pink 

crackle and form an overhand knot. 
10. Separate strands, move down a tad, form an 

overhand knot, string 4mm dusky rose, form an 
overhand knot. Trim end to desired length. 

11. Repeat step 10 on other strand. 
 
      Gold Tone Heart Necklace 



1. Pendant - Using 6” of gold tone wire, form a partial 
wrapped loop; connect gold leaf and complete 
wrapped loop. 

2. String 8mm Czech gold, form a partial loop, attach 
to bottom of Aum charm and complete wrapped 
loop. 

3. Bring excess wire down wrapping around the bead, 
wrap wire around bottom loop and trim excess wire 

4. Necklace - Cut 45” of waxed linen cording. 
5. String 4mm honey amber silver to center of cording. 
6. Bring cords together, pass cords through front of 

pendant loop, bring cords to the front, pass cords 
back through loop and pull tight. 

7. Left side – String (4mm honey amber, 8mm gold) 
repeat 16 times, and 26 amber 5mm. Set aside. 

8. Right side – Repeat step 7. 
9. Bring strands together, string Czech 5mm amber and 

form an overhand knot. 
10. Separate strands, move down a tad, form an 

overhand knot, string 4mm honey amber, form an 
overhand knot. Trim end to desired length. 

11. Repeat step 10 on other strand. 
 
 
      
 


